Simulated results from a detailed elementary reaction mechanism for methane-containing species in flames consisting of nitrogen (NO x ), C 1 or C 2 fuels are presented, and compared with reduced mechanism; this mechanism have been constructed with the analysis of the rate sensitivity matrix f (PCAF method), and the computational singular perturbation (CSP). The analysis was performed on solutions of unstrained adiabatic premixed flames with detailed chemical kinetics described by GRI 3.0 for methane including NO x formation. A 9-step reduced mechanism for methane has been constructed which reproduces accurately laminar burning velocities, flame temperatures and mass fraction distributions of major species for the whole flammability range. Many steady-state species are also predicted satisfactorily. This mechanism is especially for lean flames. This mechanism is accurate for a wide range of the equivalence ratio (1, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7) and for pressures as high as 40 atm to 60 atm. For both fuels, the CSP algorithm automatically pointed to the same steady-state species as those identified by laborious analysis or intuition in the literature and the global reactions were similar to well established previous methane-reduced mechanisms. This implies that the method is very well suited for the study of complex mechanisms for heavy hydrocarbon combustion.
Introduction
The primary aim of most recent research in applied and industrial chemistry is to contribute to the protection of the environment. Environmental friendly design and control of chemical processes means that fewer pollutants are produced and fewer by-products are formed. To achieve it, very detailed knowledge of chemical processes is needed. The ultimate level of information is when the process is described by a detailed reaction mechanism. Such reaction mechanisms are available for many important processes and the parameterized temperature and pressure dependence of all rate coefficients. This mechanism is usually utilized in the following three steps. First, the detailed reaction mechanism is created and validated using all available experimental information [1] . The next step should be the analysis of the mechanism and a characterization of the limits of its application. Simulation of a large reaction mechanism might consume too much computer time, when applied for real-time process control or in a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code that simulates a complex flow field. Therefore, the final step can be the reduction of the reaction mechanism to an almost equivalent smaller computation model [2] . This paper does not deal with the creation of a detailed reaction mechanism, but discusses possible ways for the analysis and reduction of such mechanisms.
The chemical process represented in the reduced mechanism related to the slowest chemical. Inspection of the additional chemical process introduced by increasing the steps in the reduced mechanism will reveal additional features of the flames dynamics.
In this work, we reduced the detailed mechanism of the methane combustion in air by using the PCAF method combined with the CSP algorithm at high pressure 40 atm to 60 atm [3, 4] . We consisted to determine and analyses the global reduced mechanism of the methane/air combustion (GRI-3.0) [5] . using PREMIX [6, 7] . This code was setup to calculate a laminar, freely propagating 1-dimensional adiabatic flame. The code solves transport Equations for the species vector Y and energy E which are given in a transient form below:
The PREMIX solutions are analysed using the CSP-S-STEP code [4, 8] . This code indicates the fast and slow modes within the chemical system based on Jacobian analysis and global integrated pointers. A detailed outline of the method can be found in [4] . A short overview is presented here: The conservation Equations for a reacting flow existing of N species and K reactions are given by the same set as for the PREMIX code: part (a) of Equation (1) . The left hand side (LHS) is the N dimensional species vector. The right hand side (RHS) of this equation, g is a vector function describing the non-linear chemical kinetics and L is the linear operator for convection and diffusion. The non-linear function g can be written as , in which W is an N × N matrix with the molecular weight of the species divided by the total mass density. S is the stoichiometric matrix that is composed of K stoichiometric vectors S i representing participation of the N species in K reactions. ω is a vector containing the K elementary rates ω i .
Based on analysis of the Jacobian of each species' reaction rate and chemical time scales for every grid point of the PREMIX solution from the previous paragraph, it is possible to split the RHS of Equation (1) into a fast domain and slow domain, selecting M slow species and N -M steady-state species:
Looking at Equation (2), the are column basis vectors of respectively N -M and M elements. The fast domain, indicated with subscript r, is driven by the slow domain, subscript s. In other words, the slow domain defines the manifold on which the chemical system moves:
The fast domain is assembled of assumed steady state species , species which have relatively fast rates and are only present for a fraction of the total domain. In contrast, the slow domain, describing the whole chemical system, is filled with the relatively slow species. The slow species are "rate determining" species in the chemical system.
Reduced Mechanism for Methane
The Algorithm:
The construction of reduced mechanisms by PCAF method and CSP starts with the choice on the desired number of global steps, say S, and follows the steps outlined below [9] .
Identification of Redundant Species
The aim of most kinetic modeling studies is to describe properly the concentration changes of certain species which are considered important. Another objective of a study can be the reproduction of some kinetic features of the reaction, as for instance the maximum concentration of species, the corresponding reaction time, the length of induction period, or the period time of an oscillating reaction.
A consequence of the kinetic law of mass action is that if a species has no consuming reactions, the change of its concentration has no influence on the concentrations of other species. Therefore a species is redundant if the elimination of all of its consuming reactions does not cause significant deviation from the solution of the full model, regarding important species and/or features. This test has to be carried out by investigating each species which is not important. However, a species may be redundant even if the elimination of its consuming reactions causes significant changes. This is the situation, when a species is formed by fast reversible reactions and if the concentration of this species is low and it is therefore not a significant reservoir of mater. If all consuming reactions of this species are eliminated, the concentration of it will increase significantly, maybe causing a simultaneous change of the concentration of important species, hence those species, which were not found to be redundant, have to be reinvestigated by eliminating simultaneously their fast forming and consuming reactions. This second procedure may reveal further redundant species [10, 11] . After the elimination of redundant species and all their reactions the mechanism contained 124 irreversible reactions.
Reference Solution
A numerical solution of the flame structure with a suitable mechanism contained 124 irreversible reactions is obtained, on which the CSP analysis is performed. It is anticipated that the reduced mechanism will be accurate over a range of conditions close to those of the detailed kinetics solution. The exact range of the mechanisms applicability is quantified a posteriori.
CSP Local Pointers
Given the desired number of global steps, M = N -S steady-state species must be identified, where N is the total number of species in the detailed mechanism. For this purpose, CSP analysis is performed at each point in time providing the CSP pointer of each species i:
, is a function of time and takes a value between zero and unity. In physical terms, the CSP pointer is a measure of the influence of the M fastest chemical time scales on each of the species. When i , the ith species are completely influenced by the fastest scales and are the best candidates to be steady-state. In contrast, when i , the fast time scales have no effect on the ith species and cannot be identified as steady-state.
Intergrated Pointers
The local pointer i is integrated over the time using the local species net production rate and species mole fraction as a weighting factor, to give
where is the net species production rate, max is the corresponding maximum during the time  and i X is the species mole fraction and 1  and 2  are properly selected small positive numbers used in order to avoid the numerical problems when or i i q X equal zero. In contrast to the CSP pointers, the scalars Ii can take any value between zero and infinity. As discussed in Massias [4] , the weighting by the mole fraction is consistent with the traditional criterion of taking low-concentration species as the steady-state ones. The quantities Ii for each species are ordered and the N -M species with the lowest values are taken as major (non-steady-state) species. The M species with the largest values are identified as steadystate species.
Fast Reaction Identification
The rate of each elementary reaction is integrated over the time. The reactions which consume the steady-state species (III.4) and exhibit the largest integrated rate are selected and deemed the "fast" reactions (the rest are "slow"). For M steady-state species, M fast reactions are selected.
Global Reactions
Based on the results of (III.3) and (III.4), the stoichiometry and rates of the global reactions and compiled following [4] . The reduced mechanism consists of the global steps involving the major species and the corresponding global rates, which are expressed as linear combinations of the "slow" elementary rates. The rates depend, of course, on all species, steady-state and nonsteady-state. The former are calculated from the solution of a system of steady-state algebraic relations with the "inner iteration" procedure. In some cases a decoupling of the system of the steady-state algebraic relations is possible and its solution is then straightforward.
According to PCAF and to the CSP algorithm, we obtained the following 9-Step reduced mechanism based on a critical review 325 elementry reaction (GRI-3.0): 1)
The rate for each reaction in the reduced mechanism is a linear combination of the elementary rates in the detailed mechanism. Note that of the nine steps in the reduced mechanism, the first 1) describe the hydrogen to water, the next two describe the conversions the water and carbon monoxide to the carbon dioxide. Reaction 4) and 5) describes the major fuel breakdown process, in the main zone, to hydrogen, carbon monoxide and methyl. Reactions 6), 7) and 8) describe the methyl to ethyl and ethane conversion, involve C 2 -chemistry. Reaction 9) describes the thermal NO pathway [12] , which is the dominant NO formation path due to the high temperature involved.
Results and Discussion
In order to validate the reduced mechanism obtained in the previous sections of this paper, we compare the results obtained with the reduced mechanism (9-Step) to those obtained with the detailed mechanism GRI-3.0. This comparison is done for two different values of the equivalence ratio ( 0.7   and   ). Figure 1 shows the temperature profiles along the flame for different pressures and different richness, Figures 1(a) and (b) at the reaction zone; for the first detailed mechanism GRI-3.0 and the reduced mechanism, the temperature profiles agree well, and the reduced mechanism produces the correct evolution of the temperature.
In this work the reduced mechanism takes into account the formation of the species NO x . In the Figure 2 , the concentrations relating to the pecie NO across the flame s obtained with the reduced mechanism are compared with detailed results. According to Figures 2(a) and (b) , we can note the existence of initial region of rapid NO growth associated with equilibrium radical concentrations, followed by region of slow growth (mall slope). This difference between the results obtained by reduced mechanism and detailed mechanism explicated by the formation of NO at high temperature. This difference between the two results becomes clearly distinguished in the case of lean flame. It is seen that the reduced mechanism produces the correct evolution of the mole fraction the species CH 4 , CO 2 and CO throughout the computational domain with high accuracy of the detailed mechanism for different richness and different pressures.
Conclusion
Reduced mechanism for CH 4 combustion and NO x are constructed by using PCAF combined with CSP. The analysis was made on solution of adiabatic premixed flames with detailed kinetics mechanism by GRI-3.0. This reduced mechanism involves 9-Step global reaction. A comparative study with the detailed mechanism GRI-3.0 showed that this reduced mechanism reproduces accurately the important parameters of combustion such as flame temperature and mole fraction distributions of major species (CO 2 , NO x , H 2 , H 2 ), intermediate (CH 3 , O CH 2 O, C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 6 and CH 2 CO) and pollutant species such as NO and CO.
